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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
September 5, 1972
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

First 1972-73 Meeting of University Faculty

The first 1972-73 meeting of the University Faculty will be
held Tuesday, September 12, at 3:00 .E.•!!!.• in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meetings of May 9, 12,
15, and 17, 1972.
(Minutes attached.)

2.

Memorial Minute for Professor Bernardoni -- Professor Zick.

Memorial Minute for Professor Springer -- Professor
Mo1'-lenberg.
~a. Karn\ t>V-C.'SeV\tS l'nCVVlO\o'la-1 .-e.sc.\u.-\-it:,\o'l l"e. r':'.\'"ae-\1 a··h·de.+es.
~ b, .:in-\-Y11Juc.,--\-10.-. c,;f 1-hvue.'1
.
.
4. Recommendation of 1972 Summer Session candidates for
degrees -- ,the deans of the several schools and colleges.
(List to be distributed at meeting.)
3.

5.

Remarks by President Heady.

6.

Recommended change in "Policy and Procedures Concerning
Research Involving Human Subjects" -- Professor Boaz for
the University committee on Human Subjects.
(Statement
attached.)

7.

Branch Community college in Northern New Mexico -- Vice
President Travelstead.
(Statement attached.)

8.

Membership on the Curricula and Library committees~ replacements on standing committees and on the University Community
Forum -- Professor Sta1'i J • \ \ \l 0-\- s c~

9.

Report on the Policy committee's recent activities concerning pay parking -- Professor GiRlaa~~g.
\_en 'oer3 ,

JND:ab
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
September 12, 1972
(Summarized Minutes)
The September 12, 1972, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Heady at 3:04 p.m., in the Kiva,
with a quorum present.
The summarized minutes of the meetings of May 9, 12, 15, and
17 were approved without formal action though with the following correction in line 8, page 2, of the May 17 minutes:
"
the right to review any ... " should read" ... the right of
review and ... "
Memorial Minutes for Professors Bernardoni and~pringer were
presented by Professors Zick and Mohlenberg, respectively.
The Faculty approved the minutes by standing votes and instructed the Secretary to send copies to the families.
By motion of Professor Karni, for the Policy Committee, the
Faculty adopted the following memorial:
"The Faculty of the
University of New Mexico expresses its grief and shock at the
murder of Israeli athletes by Arab terrorists in Munich. 11
The Secretary was asked to convey the memorial to the Regents
and the government of Israel.
Professor MacCurdy introduced Dr. John F. Harvey, new Dean of
Library Services.
A list of candidates for degrees for the 1972 Summer Session,
to be awarded subject to the satisfactory completion of academic requirements, was distributed. After several changes
and prospective changes in the list had been noted, the
Faculty voted to recommend the list of candidates to the
Regents for the awarding of the respective degrees.
President Heady spoke briefly on "some items ... of common
interest" -- the start of the University Community Forum and
discussions concerning an ombudsman; the annual University
United Fund Drive; the fall semester enrollment; and a recent
meeting of the Board of Educational Finance at which, among
~ther actions, the doctorate in Sociology was postponed
indefi~ely and 1973-74 budget guidelines were adopted.
~rofessor Boaz, for the University Committee on Human Subjects,
introduced several changes in the "Policy and Procedures
Concerning Research Involving Human Subjects," these being
Proposed for compliance with Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare guidelines and with Food and Drug Administration
regulations.
These changes were approved by the Faculty.

Noting that plans for a branch conununity college in Los Alamos,
approved by the Faculty and the Regents in February, had been
turned down by the Board of Educational Finance in April because
the Board felt that broader sponsorship of such a branch should
be obtained, Vice President Travelstead informed the Faculty
that on July 26 the Boards of Education of Los Alamos, Espanola,
Ojo Caliente, Questa, Chama Valley, and Penasco, acting as a
single board, voted unanimously to request that the University
of New Mexico be the parent institution of a branch community
college to be sponsored by these boards. He added that the
Pojoaque Board has expressed its intent to join the other
sponsoring boards if the district voters indicate their
approval in a September 26 ele~tion.
Professor Tillotson, on behalf of the Policy Conunittee,
reconunended that the faculty membership of the Curricula
Conunittee be increased from nine to twelve, with one member
being added to each of the three stated groups. Professors
Bingaman, Hoppin, and Long were proposed as the three additional
members, and with these additions the slate presented to the
Faculty on May 17 was recommended by the Policy Committee.
The Faculty approved this recommendation.
With reference to the Library Conunittee, Professor Tillotson
said that two members proposed as part of the May 17 slate-Professors Sterling and Keesee--were unable to serve, and in
their stead Professors James Findley and Sam Guyler were
proposed. With these substitutions, the May 17 · slate was
recommended, and the Faculty voted its approval.
A final reconunendation by Professor Tillotson--that Professor
Bear, who resigned from the University, be replaced by
Professor Hoyt as a tenured faculty representative on the
University Conununity Forum--was approved by the Faculty.
Professors Lenberg and Christman reported on recent events
relative to pay parking--i.e., subsequent to the Faculty's
May 17 approval of a "Position Statement by Members of the
University Faculty Opposed to Paid Parking" and its instructions to the Policy Conunittee to "represent to the University
Regents the Faculty's disapproval of and opposition to paid
parking." Considerable discussion followed these reports,
and Professor Lenberg announced that Professor Karni had been
designated by the Policy Conunittee as the individual to whom
faculty members may make complaints relative to parking
problems.
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE' UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
F CULTY MEETING
September 12, 1972
The September 12, 1972, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at 3:04 p.m.,
with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
I would like to welcome you to this
first meeting of the University Faculty for 1972-'73, and
call the meeting to order.
Wi th the call of the meeting and the agenda, you received copies of the surmnarized minutes of meetings held
on May ninth, twelfth, fifteenth, and seventeenth. Is there
a motion to approve as distributed or to make any suggested
changes in the minutes for any of these meetings?
MR. McRAE

agenda?

Approval of
Minutes

Mr . President, is this in relation to the

HEADY
No, this is in regard to the minutes of four
meetings held last May. Is it agreeable to approve them
as distribu ted, without objection then?
They are approved without objection.
During this past surmner, we unfortunately have lost
Memoria l
two very valued and esteemed members of the University and
Minute for
colleagues of our~ in both cases unexpectedly and tragically. Professor
Bernardoni
So we will now turn on our agenda to memorial minute, first
for Professor Bernardoni. Professor Zick.
MR. ZICK
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of
the Faculty, the Department of Guidance and Special Education lost its chairman on July eighth of this year, when
Doctor Bernardoni fell victim to a fatal heart attack at
the age of forty-six.
Chuck Bernardoni arrived at the U.N.M. campus six
years ago at the rank of assistant professor. During that
brief period of time, he achieved the rank of full professor,
officially just one week before his untimely death.
Prior to U.N.M., Doctor Bernardoni taught in the
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Counselor Education Department at Mankato State College,
Minnesota, for a period of three years. He received his
bachelor's degree in psychology from the University of
Illinois in 1950, his master's and doctorate in guidance
and counseling from Arizona State in 1956 and 1962,
respectively.
Aside from his responsibility as Department Chairman,
at the time of his death, Chuck Bernardoni served as consultant to the University of Texas Adult Basic Education,
O.E . O. Project, consultant to the Social Security Administration, and instructor for the National Adult Education
Institute at U.N.M. He was a member of the Continuing
Education Committee at the University, and on Administrative and Adult Education Committees for the College of
Education . He also sponsored youth groups, and led discussion groups for adult groups in his church.
His publications are many and varied, encompassing
virtually all areas of guidance and counseling, his most
recent contribution the co-authorship of a textbook
entitled , "Assessment of Individual Mental Ability." At
the time of his death, he was near completion of another
book on the cultural revolution, and was close to the
completion of a culture fair test of intelligence.
He served in the United States Army from 1950 to
1952, serving in the capacity of psychometrist.
He is survived by his widow, Lisa, and four children.
When I presented the memorial minute at a recent
College of Education faculty meeting, I made less reference
to his many scholarly and administrative achievements, many
of which are not mentioned in this brief statement, as well,
emphasizing instead the fact that he was an outstanding
human being, sensitive, patient, dedicated, caring, and
considerate. Those of us who had the privilege of knowing
him well, will remember him for these exceptional qualities.
Mr. Chairman, I move that the memorial minute be
approved by the Faculty and that a copy be forwarded to
Mrs. Bernardoni.

HEADY
Thank you.
a standing vote.

..

May I ask that we adopt this by

6
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To present the memorial minute for Doctor Springer,
Associate Dean Mohlenberg.

Memorial
Minute for
Professor
George Peter Spring~r, Dean ·of the Springer

DEAN MOHLENBERG
Grad uate School, Vice President for Research, and Professor
of An thro pology, died July twenty-ninth at the age of
f i f t y- three in New Haven, Connecticut. He had contracted
infect ious hepatitis during a sabbatical leave devoted
Jargely to research in his academic discipline, ethnomusicology.

Bo rn in Brno, Czechoslovakia, he attended secondary
school in Prague and the Polytechnic in London prior to
enr ol ling in Columbia University in 1939. After a brief
st ay a t Co l umbia, he transferred to Harvard, where he
rece ived his B.A.A in Musicology, with honors, in 1942.
After receiving his master's degree in linguistics
fr om Harvard in 1950, and the Ph .D. in linguistics in 1954,
George wor ked as a research associate at the Human Relations
Area File s in New Haven from 1954 to 1957.

An extended association with Yale University began
in 1957 with his appointment as Director of Graduate School
Admi ssions, in which capacity he served until 1961. He
t hen became Assistant Dean of the Graduate School. In
add ition to these administrative duties, he also served as
l ecturer in the Slavic Department, and in the Yale Foreign
Student Institute, which he directed from 1959-1963.
Appointment as Dean of the Graduate School and
As s ociate Pr ofessor of Anthropology at the University of
New Mexico occurred in 1965. In 1968, while continuing as
Dean, he was appointed as the University's first Vice
President for Research, and was promoted to a full professorship of Anthropology in 1970. For the several months
innnediately preceding his sabbatical, he served also as
Acting Director of the Institute for Social Research and
Development.
President Heady, I would like to move that this
memorial be accepted as part of the official minutes of the
Faculty and that a copy be sent to Dean Springer's family.
I ask that we rise to adopt this memorial
to Dean Springer.
HEADY

Thank you.
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I would like at this point to recognize Professor
Kami who has a memorial resolution to be presented to the
Faculty on behalf of Faculty Policy Connnittee.
PROFESSOR KARN!
Mr. Chairman, the Faculty Policy
Connnittee proposes the adoption of the following memorial:
The Faculty of the University of New Mexico expresses Memorial fo
its grief and shock at the murder of Israeli athletes by
Israeli
Arab terrorists in Munich.
Athletes
If adopted, this memorial will be conveyed by the
University secretary to the University Regents and the
government of Israel.
So move.
HEADY

Is there second to that motion?

(Several seconds.)
HEADY Discussion? Those in favor, please say "aye";
opposed, "no." The resolution is adopted.
Now, I would like to recognize Professor MacCurdy
to make an introduction to the Faculty.

Introduction
of Dean
Harvey

PROFESSOR MacCURDY
Mr. Chairman, Vice President
Travelstead appointed a search connnittee last spring to go
out and search for a new director of the general library.
The connnittee returned with a Dean of Library
Services. I don't know whether that bespeaks the successful
completion of our mission or an academic catastrophe.
At any rate, I am sure that John Harvey is man enough
to live down the tit le of ''Dean."
John Frederick Harvey is a native of Missouri. He
received the Bachelor of Arts from Dartmouth College, a
Bachelor of Science in Library Science from the University
of Illinois, and the Ph.D. from the University of Chicago.
His experience has been extensive. I will limit
myself to connnenting on his most recent experience.
He was administrative assistant to the Director of
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University of Chicago library, then Director of Libraries
and Dean and Professor of the Graduate School of Library
Science , Drexel University, from 1958 until 1967.
He was also Director of the Drexel University Press
from 1964 to 1967, and the founder of the Drexel Library
Quarterly in 1965.
In 1967 he became Chairman of the Department of
Library Science at the University of Tehran, and he remained
as professor at the University of Tehran until 1971.
He was the founder and technical director of the
Iranian Documentation Center and the Tehran Book Processing
Center from 1968 until 1971.
His publications are numerou s . I have three pages
of -- listing his publications, too numerous to mention here.
Suffice it to say that he now has two books in press, one
of them Comparative and International Library Science, and
another with a more engaging title for most of us,
A Librarian's West Iranian Holiday.
I am sure that Dean Harvey looks forward to meeting
members of the Faculty and that he will be in communication
with many of you soon.
It is my great pleasure to introduce Dean John
Frederick Harvey.
(Applause.)
DEAN HARVEY
Ladies and gentlemen, this is your academic
catastrophe speaking. I just want to say how happy I am to
be here, and to say that I hope you will come over and see
me in the library. We are trying to reorganize the., library
and improve the library in many ways.
If you go over there, you will see we have changed
personnel around and we have changed desks around and card
catalogs, and bookcases, all sorts of things are changing
there, and we are doing all of this in an effort to improve
service to Faculty members and students.
I am sure that you have said many times in the past
that the library has very few staff members and very few

1
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books, and therefore we can't give very good servicec
But
we are trying to improve service. The staff is really
excellent, and it is working very hard to try to do r a good
job for you.
Before I sit down, however, I have to tell you perhaps the most important thing on our mind. We are all talking
about the bond issue these days. I suppose you have heard
about the library bond issue which will be on the ballot in
November to provide -- it provides ten million dollars for
University library books for all of the state universities
in New Mexico. I think you can see how important this is
to us, and how it will help us improve the library. We are
very eager for you to go to the polls in November and vote
for that bond issue. If you vote for it, maybe we can get
the money, maybe we can improve the book collection in this way.
Thank you very much.
(Applause.)
HEADY
I know we all extend a very warm welcome to
Dean Harvey and I also want to thank Professor MacCurdy
and the other people who worked with him on the selection
committee for the efforts they put in in that assignment.

I am sure, Dean Harvey, that you will hear from
members of this Faculty if they have suggestions to you
about your current efforts to improve service or about
suggestions they might have for the future about improved
service.
Now, item four listed on your agenda is recommendation
of the 1972 summer session candidates for degrees. WP had a
slight innovation at one of the meetings in May. I believe
Professor Green was the originator of this streamlining and
I suggest we follow that again, if it's agreeable to you,
and instead of having a separate statement from the dean of
each college and a motion for each college, I sug~st that
we go through the sheets which lists the candidates for
degree, , college by college, and ask if there is any change
to be made in the list as distributed, by any of the deans,
and then perhaps in one motion we can deal with this matter.
First on the list, College of Arts and Science.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER

No change.

Approval of
Summer
Session

Candidates
for Degrees

20
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HEADY

Next, College of Engineering.

UNI ENTIFIED SPEAKER

No change.

HE Y At this point along the way, if any member of
the Faculty has a question about any degree candicates listed,
I think the appropriate time to raise that would be as we
go through this list.
College of Education.
UNIDENTIFIED SP AKER
HEADY

No change.

Professor Prouse.

PROFESSOR PROUSE
Mr. President, there is in my mind
some question about the completion of provisions by student
Georgia Lee Stevens. Page three, the bottom of the list:
Georgia Lee Stevens. I would like the approval to be subject
to clarification of a question I have in regard to the
completion of her professional work.
HEADY
The list is to be presented, I believe, to
the Regents on Saturday of this week. I suggest, since a
question has been raised, that we deal with the College of
Education separately and not try to include it in a blanket
resolution, so will you state your motion again, Professor
Prouse.
PROUSE
I move that granting degree to Georgia Lee
Stevens be approved subject to clarification of her professional education requirements. That could be done rather
shortly, I would think.
HEADY
It's been moved by Professor Prouse that the
list from the College of Education be approved subject to
clarification as to whether Georgia Lee Stevens has met the
professional requirements for the degree.
Is there a second to that motion?
(Seconded.)
HEADY

There is a second to the motion.

Professor Mann.

Any discussion?

21
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PROF SSOR MANN

May we hear what the lack to be?

PROUSE
I had Georgia Lee Stevens this summer as
one of my students in student teaching and she dropped it
and I have not heard of her since, and I know nothing about
the completion of that work. That's the sole basis of my
ques tioning.
HEADY
Any other discussion? Ready to vote on the
mot ion? Those in favor, say "aye"; those opposed, "no."
The motion is carried.
College of Fine Arts.

DEAN ADAMS
No change, but the typography on page
five might make it look like we are giving the bachelor of
business administration, and we are not.
HEADY
With that clarification, we will move on to
the School of Business Administrative Sciences.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER
HEADY

No change.

University College.

DEAN HUBER
Mr. President and members of the Faculty,
I would like to add one list that was made after the final
list: Keith R. Keister, for a B.U.S. degree, and retroactive
to May, 1972.
HEADY All right, there is one change, Bachelor
of University Study List, to add Mr. Keister, K-e-i-s-t-e-r,
retroactive to May, '72.
School of Law.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

No change.

Graduate School.

FACULTY MEMBER

No change.

PROFESSOR DICK

Mr. Chairman

HEADY
DICK

Yes, sir, Mr. Dick.
There is a person in the Department of Speech
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Communication who received his master of arts degree before
the deadline, and his name does not appear on the list. I
just though t I would bring that to the attention of the
Graduate School, or someone, just for the well-being of that
person. He's on our Faculty at this point, as a matter of
fact.

HEADY

Would you explain again why you are mentioning

him?
DICK
Because he is not on the list of persons to
be graduated from the Graduate School with a master of arts
degree, but he did complete the requirements for that degree
before the deadline arrived.

HEADY
I can see that might be a matter of concern to
him. Does Dean Mohlenberg or Dean Benedetti have any comment
about that?
DICK

I will talk to Dean Benedetti later.

DEAN BENEDETTI
Perhaps you could make a provisional
motion after the fashion of Professor Prouse.
HEADY
Yes, I would suggest a motion to add his name
to the list, subject to clarification that he has indeed met
the requirements, and that would be appropriate.
DICK
HEADY

May I so move then?
I think we will have to have his name.

DICK
Hilary, H-i-1-a-r-y, Horan, H-o-r-a-n, be
added to the list of graduates for the master of arts degree
in speech communication, with the understanding that he has
indeed completed the requirements by deadline time.

HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Seconded.)

HEADY
Any discussion?
"aye"; opposed, "no."

Those in favor, please say

Now, may we have a motion -- I think that completes
the list -- may we have a motion to complete that list?
I have had such a motion from Dean Huber. Is there a second?
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It's been seconded. Any discussion? Those in favor,
please say "aye"; opposed, "no." Motion is carried.
I asked for an opportunity to make a few comments to
you on some items which I think are of common interest to us
here at or near the beginning of the new academic year, and
I would be glad if there are any comments or questions on
these points, or if you would like discussion of other
matters, for you to be invited to do that after I have made
these comments.

Remarks by
President
Heady

I wanted to start by reporting to you that the
University Community Forum has been launched now after a
rather long incubation period. This new group, as those
of you who have been here in past years will recall, was
recommended by the Committee on University Governance, and
the idea of setting up such a forum was approved by the
Faculty and by the Regents last year.

University
Conuuunity
Forum

The names of all of the delegates were not identified;
they were not all selected in time for the forum to be
constituted during the spring, so we did have a meeting on
September five, a week ago today, for that purpose.
I might say to the gentleman with the camera that
although I do not mind having my picture taken, there is a
standing rule of the Faculty against taking pictures here,
and unless you want to ask for an exception to that and the
Faculty wants to give it, I would appreciate it if you did
not take pictures.
Now, the forum has in it members from the Faculty
from both the undergraduate and graduate student body, from
the administration staff and from the alunmi -and the alunmi of the University, altogether fifty-five or
fifty-six members, I believe.
We met a week ago here in this room. We plan another
meeting one week from today, and I mention this because
as of now, at least the forum intends to welcome anyone
who wants to come to the meetings as observers, and that's
one reason that we had chosen to have this as the meeting
place and also one reason we picked Tuesday afternoon as
appropriate time, because we know that is relatively free,
at least for Faculty members because of the Faculty meetings
that are scheduled on that same afternoon of the week.

Z4
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At the present time, the things that the conn:nittee -- Ombudsman
t he forum has clear ly identified for rather prompt considerat i on , are f irst, the matter of an ombudsman for the University
wh ich was delegated to the forum as a matter that it should
make r ecommendations to the Regents about, and a report from
the Connnit tee on the University, which presumably will be
discontinued as a result of the creation of the University
Connnunity Forum.
I am s ure that you will be receiving reports later on
about t he work of this forum, and I know all members of
the f or um will welcome any connnents or recorrunendations that
you may have.
A second matte r that I would like to refer to is that
we are a t a time of the year in which we will be conducting
the annua l University United Fund Drive. You will all be
rece iving connnunications about this drive next week. I
would l ike, on behalf of the Connnittee, which is in charge
of the dr ive for this year, which is headed by DPan Huber
as Chairman, and has Professor Stahl representing the
committee for the Faculty division, to make a few connnents
to you about the drive.

university
United Fund
Drive

I am not doing this because I think it is appropriate
fo r me to be urging you or advising you as to what you ought
to do in r esponse to this requesto I think that is a matter
of individual decision and certainly should remain so.
But I do want all the members of the Faculty to understand that this drive is a one-time-per-year-solicitation
and it's an effort to concentrate the requests or the help
you can give of this kind to one time a year , and to make
the r e sponse that you want to make to the institutions that
you want to benefit from your charitable contributions.
Also, I want to be sure that everyone understands
that every contributor has complete freedom of choice as to
the organizations that will receive contributions from the
individual. The members of the drive connnittee will not
make such decisions for you. You are asked to do that when
you make your pledge and we will try to provide information
that you may need in that regard.

The only exceptions are that we do not accept contributions
that are tithes or dues to religious, fraternal, or social
organizations or political partieso
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I particularly want to make it clear that there is no
obligation on your part to make your contributions to the
organizations that are supported by the Albuquerque United
Fund, although this drive in time is coordinated with that
drive .
If you have any further questions about this now or
after you have received the materials about it, I hope you
will contact Dean Huber or Professor Stahl to get additional
information.
Now, I would also like to share with you what informa- Enrollment
tion is available at this point, and it is incomplete, about
the enrollment situation for the fall semester, both here
at the University of New Mexico and in the institutions of
higher education here in New Mexico, generally.
As you are aware, we have been in a period, particularly
at the University of New Mexico, of quite rapid expansion from
one year to the next, and in most years, the expansion here
has been at a faster rate than was predicted for us by the
Board of Educational Finance, which has caused us very serious
problems of adjustment nearly every fall when we have had
more students actually enroll than were projected or we were
provided for by state appropriations.
Now, this year, the B.E .F. predicted from the whole
system a seven percent increase -- I am using head-count
figures here rather than full-time equivalent figures, ··
but there won't be very much variation between those two
categories -- the B.E.F. said a seven percent increase
for the system and a nine percent increase for the
University of New Mexico.
Each institution also made its own prediction and the
combined institutional prediction was for five percent. Our
own prediction for the University of New Mexico was five
point seven percent. I think it's rather noticeable that
the institutions for the first time in a number of years
had lower expectations than did the B.R.Fo
The tentative figures
and they are still tentative
for every institution -- and in the case of Highlands
University, the semester has not yet even begun -- but the
overall combined increase now looks to be at about two
percent or perhaps lower, for the whole system.

.'
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Here at the University of New Mexico, it looks as
though it will be someplace between two percent and
pos s ibly four percent increase.
At several of the institutions, there is no increase,
or perhaps even a slight decrease.
The significance of all this put together is that
fo r t he fir s t time in a good many years, we have a much lower
ra t e of increase than the B.E .F. had predicted, and a much
lower increase than we have become accustomed to.
Now, this is not a phenomenon that is confined to
New Mexico by any means. I just got a copy today of an
art icle t hat is in U.S. News and World Report, a week or so
ago, which re ports that college enrollments are declining
generally ac r oss the country.
There is some speculation in this as to what the reasons
may be, and I thought it might be worthwhile just to mention
what the se are.
Fi rst, a smaller pool of eighteen-year olds; second,
reduced pressure from the military draft, which has resulted
in f ewer young men going to college; third, the rising cost
of a college education; fourth, a questioning of the value
of liberal ar ts education as opposed to shorter, less
expensive vocational training; and lastly, what is called
her e "stopping out," of the practice of a good many high
school graduates of postponing -- at least post poning their
entrance in college in order to travel or get more work
experience.

n

I don't think anyone knows at this point what mixture
of these factors may have affected what happened here ··
this fallo At the Board of Educational Finance meeting last
week, we all agreed we should provide as much by way of analysis
of our situation in each campus to the Board of Educational
Finance as we can to try to figure out what the reasons
are, and the institut·ion spokesman also cautioned the Board
of Educational Finance and its staff that this may, at least
in New Mexico, be a one-year phenomenon and that we ought
to at least adopt a cautious attitude before we project
a leveling off or slowing down of this magnitude in the
future years.
This is something that I think we have all anticipated

26
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would be coming a few years later, but to have it come at
this point, and this dimen·sion, is certainly somewhat of
a surprise, and it has some consequences that I think we
need to take very seriously into account.
Finally, I want to give you a report on a very
significant meeting of the Board of Educational Finance
that was held in Las Cruces two-and-a-half days, late last
week.

Board of
Educational
Finance
Meeting

This meeting combined and also speeded up on the
calendar, the annual sequence of events in the business of
the Board of Educational Finance. There were three main
items that were taken up.
First, there were presentations by each institution New or
Expanded
of programs, either new programs .el' expansion of existing
programs, that are other than educational in general, other Programs
than instructional programs.
·
A whole day was devoted to this. We made presentations
of a number of programs connected with the Institute for
Social Research and Development, the Bureau of Educational
Management and Development in the College of Education,
needs of the Computing Center, needs of the Medical School,
and a number of other capital outlays.

The board, after hearing all of these presentations,
decided not to act on any of them until its next meeting
which is scheduled in November, so I can't make any guess,
really, as to what the prospects of success may be on our
submissions.
A second major item was the review which the B.E.F.
is now conducting annually and only once per year, of
proposed new graduate programs, masters programs and
doctoral programs. The Board of Educational Finance is
required by legislative provisions to approve any such
new offerings before they can be put into curricula of
the institutions.

There were three of these programs presented. One by
Highlands University on bilingual education, a masters
program; one by the New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology in computing science, also a masters program;
and a doctoral program in sociology from the University
of New Mexico.

New Graduate
Programs:
Sociology PhD
Postponed
I
Indefinitely
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The two masters programs were approved and the doctorate
i n sociology here was postponed indefinitely by the B.E.F.
The s taff of the B.E .F. ,. prior to the meeting, as it does
in a l l t hese cases , had presented an analysis of the
propos ing pr ogram and in connection with our sociology degree,
had expre ssed this concern: that the staff of the B.E.F.
is re luctant to recommend approval of any new doctorallevel programs because of: a, the current overproduction
of Ph .D.' s; b, a national concern and a staff conviction
that the number of gr adua te programs should be limited or
reduc ed; and c, the opinion that if additional resources
are avai l ab l e, either through increase or reallocation,
undergr aduat e programs should be strengthened rather than
graduate programs expanded.
In add i tion, there were concerns expressed that are
more specifically dir ected at this particular proposal from
us in sociology.
Now, aga in, here, I don't think there's any ~ay ' to
sor t out conclusively what led to the decision that was made.
I t hink it is a combination of the general reluctance to
a ppr ove new gr aduate programs, especially doctoral pr ograms,
pl us questions and reservations about our particular
proposal.
The motion to postpone the proposal was made by
Jack O'Guinn, who is A.S oU.N.M. president here, and is a
~mber of the Board of Educational Finance, student member,
and it was supported by Ray Schowers, who is the Graduate
Students Association Chairman.
I want to say to the Faculty what I have already said
to Mr. O'Guinn and Mr. Schowers, which is that I think it is
perfectly appropriate for student spokesmen at the B.E.F.
to express their views about a proposal like this, but I
do regret that these concerns and these views were not,
as far as I am aware, presented at various entry points
along the way that are available for student input, and as
a result did not get proper consideration with the University
community before our proposal went to the Board of Educational
Finance . Those opportunities were available at the Graduate
Committee, at the Faculty meeting, and at the meeting of the
Board of Regents where the matter was considered.
I stated to the B.E.F. that this particular program
is one that we have contemplated proposing to them for a
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considerable number of years. It does have first priority
as far as our list of priorities is concerned, and we will
certainly explore the possibility of later approval for it.
Now, the final thing that was taken up by the B.E.F. Budget
Guidelines
at that meeting was to consider arrlto adopt budget guidefor 1973-74
lines for fiscal year 1973-'74, beginning next July. We
are now expected to submit a budget -- I believe by early
October -- in accordance with these guidelines that have
been adopted.
This is all taking place several weeks earlier than
it has previously.
In contemplation of this meeting, I met, along with
Vice President Perovich and Vice President Travelstead, with
the Budget Subconnnittee of the Faculty Policy Connnittee a
week ago today, prior to the B.E.F. meeting, and we have
another meeting scheduled, I believe, for Thursday of next
week.
I want to review with you the guidelines that were
adopted as a prelude to that. There was a report on the
status of the general fund of the State of New MexicoPat
present, and as anticipated at the beginning of this fiscal
year next July one, without going into particulars about
that, it is a fair sununary to say that the general fund
of the state has not been in as comfortable condition·as
it is now, and undoubtedly will be next July for a good
many years.
So that kind of a constraint, which has been used
in the past, can't be used very persuasively at the present
time.
Now, the guidelines, as usual, dealt first with
student-faculty ratios and on that, the guideline was
adopted that in view of the short falls in enrollment at
most institutions, the planned tightening of the screws
about student-faculty ratio for next year will not be
carried out. Probably every institution will have a
student-faculty ratio next year that was planned for it
this year. I think that will apply to us, also. It
will mean, however, that we will probably have a less
favorable student-faculty ratio actually next year than
we have ended up with this year, because of that discrepancy
in the actual projectionso

80
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The guidelines with regard to salaries as adopted are
very much influenced, controlled, I think would be the best
word , by the guidelines of the federal government with
regard to wages and prices. And since it is anticipated that
the cur rent five-and-a-half percent guideline on this will
con t i nue to be in effect, what was pr oposed and adopted is
a guidel i ne of five percent for professional salaries, to
includ e Faculty salaries, and of seven percent, or possibly
up to eight percent, for nonprofessional salaries. This
possib ly, between seven and eight percent, is primarily
dependent upon the impact of new minimum wage legislation
because adjustments attributable to minimum wage rates do
not come within t he overall ceiling of five-and-a-half percent.
Anot her guideline has to do with an inflat ion factor
to be bu i lt into nons alary items and this has been set at
four percen t . It doesn't take much arithmetic to realize
that if an inflation factor of four percent is accurate for
nonsalary costs, it also means that four percent of any
salary i nc r ea se will be taken care of by the change in
cost of living.
Finally, there was a guideline that there would be a
reconnnenda t i on f r om B.E .F. or that the B.E.F. calculations
would not include any increase in tuition rates next year
over t h i s , and that will be the recommendation of the B.E .F.
t o t he legislature.
There was an additional guideline that applies to the
branch colleges, which is a repetition of a proposal made
l a st year to place the funding of branch colleges on the
same ba sis as the home campus rather than on a dollar
amount that is set in the legislation per F.T.E. student
at the branch colleges, and I think there are good prospects
tha t will be adopted this year and we are certainly hopeful
that it will be.
My brief remarks have extended longer than I intended,
but if there are any questions or comments about any of these
things, or anything else you want to ask for a comment from
me, I will be glad to try to respond.
Number six on the agenda is recormnended change in
"Policy and Procedures Concerning Research Involving Human
Subjects." Professor Boaz.
PROFESSOR BOAZ

I would like to give you a little
bit

Policy and
Procedures
Concerning
Research
Involving
Human Subject

·>1
''
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of t he history on this.
Our committee met last year and was charged by the
Depar tment of Health, Education, and Welfare to update our
compl iance fo r ms with them in requesting research funds. In
the proce s s of meeting to fill the compliance, the connnittee
charged me to do the legwork, I guess you would say, the footwork , on seeing that the compliance was initiated, that it
was drafted , sent to President Heady for his signature, and
then sent on to Bethesda.
Now , I r eceived a letter back shortly after I sent in
the compliance form, and at that time it was too late for me
to get the r equested changes before the Faculty, as it was
during t he month of May. I found that we need to change a
few -- make a few changes in the wording of the Faculty
policy as outlined on page seventy-four in the Faculty
Handbook, and a lso make an addition to bring us into
compliance with the Food and Drug Administr ation regulations.
The suggested changes are to change the wording from
" in consider ing the participation of humans as subjects,"
add "an asterisk and say:
"This term describes any individual who may
be at a r isk as a consequence of participation
as a subject in research, development, demonstration,
or other activities."
HEADY
separately.
BOAZ
HEADY

Professor Boaz, I suggest we deal with them
All right.
And I think you all have a copy of the suggested

change.
BOAZ

I move that we adopt this change.

(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that we adopt
change number one. Is there any discussion? Those in favor

MISS AMSDEN
HEADY

Wait --

Miss Amsden.

32
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AMSDEN
Is it made conclusive that such participation
is strictly voluntary?
BOAZ
HEADY

Yes.
Professor Harris.

PROFESSOR HARRIS
I do not understand the change. In
psychology, we intend to use the term "subject," for anyone
from whom you obtain data. I have done some field studies
where I have asked people out in Window Rock for a dime.
"I need change for a telephone," and then returned it to them.
It does not sound to me as if this person would be at any
risk and if I write it up, I say, "The subjects were" -I am not sure what this change involves or if this is -seems like an unusual use of the term "subject." "Subject"
is limited to people for which there is some possible risk.
Does this mean that such programs, for instance, should not
be sent to the committee for approval?
BOAZ
HARRIS

You mean at a -Well, if you are doing a research project.

BOAZ
What you consider at risk, or psychologically,
physiologically, sociologically at risk~

(

HARRIS
BOAZ

I am still not sure what that means.
If it's their last dime, it may put them in

HARRIS
Well, you know, it sounds funny. I have been
assuming that any research involving people, even if I can
see no conceivable risk, should go through the committee;
as this is worded, it sounds to me that something involving
people or asking for directions might not involve risk.
,

BOAZ
This is their preferred wording and I took
it verbatim as to what they recommended.
HARRIS
I see it as ambiguous. I don't care if we
adopt it or not, but I am not sure what to do in certain
cases, if that means there is something that is not
involving risk, then it need not go.

HEADY

Professor Houghton.
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PROFESSOR HOUGHTON
There is an additional definition
to the Health, Education, and Welfare topic of protection
of human subjects and there is a technical definition of
"risk" there, and t here are paragraph s, "type of risk,"
and " pol icy," so it's well filled out in national aims
and goals on r esearch and development on human subjects.
So I s uggest that you look at it, its federal
requirement of institutions. It's not something that
we dreamed up . It's agreed upon by national opinion
concerning t he matter .

I

HEADY

Any other discussion? Those in favor of the

proposal, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."

11

BOAZ
HEADY

B9AZ

On --

We will proceed to item two, now.
Under "procedures," it is now stated that:

"The number of persons to serve on a Human
Research Review Conunittee, the term of office,
and the type of faculty representation on such a
conunittee would be at the discretion of those
r espon s ible for establishing these conunittees.
However, each Human Research Review Connnittee
must include in its membership one or more
person s outside the college , school, or agency
it specifically serves."

0

[

-..

Okay.

Motion is carried.

l[

n

I would like to add the following sentence:

"

"Projects involving investigational new
drugs (INDSY' -- and that is supposed to be
capital I, capital N, capital D, and smalls
"must be reviewed by a connnittee quorum that
includes not less than two members who are
licensed to administer drugs, and one who is
not so licensed."
I move that this be accepted.
HEADY

Seconded?

(Seconded.)

">4
v.
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HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor, please say
"aye"; opposed "no." The motion is carried.
Thank you.
As item seven, you also have in what was distributed,
a memorandum from Chester Travelstead concerning the Branch
Connnunity College in Northern New Mexico. I will call on
him if he has anything additional he wants to say, and to
respond to any question you may have.

0

Branch
Community
College in
Northern
New Mexico

VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. President, members
of the Faculty, I am pleased to report recent developments
which have been described on this page. I will not read
it for you, I assume you have read it or will, and I think
no action by this Faculty is necessary now.
I merely wanted to tell you that I think it's
evident that some of the points that were brought out here
last winter when we talked about this, have indeed been
carried out. I think it's a better situation now. We
will have at least six school districts and perhaps seven
to participate in this, and I think it's a very viable -will be a viable operation and will· carry out the kinds of
things that this Faculty wanted to.
I just wanted to report to you where we are. We now
have an official request from those six districts to our
Regents and that will be presented to the Regents on the
sixteenth of September.

HEADY

Is there any question about this?

Number eight, membership on the Curricula and Library Membership on
connnittees; replacements on standing connnittees, and on the Curricula and
University Connnunity Forum. I believe Professor Tillotson Library
Committees;
is going to make this presentation.
Replacement
on Forum
PROFESSOR TILLOTSON
At the May seventeenth Faculty
meeting, the Policy Connnittee's nominations for the Curricula
Conunittee were returned to the Policy Conunittee for
reconsideration. There were questions about adequate
representation of the different areas in the conununity.
The Policy Connnittee reviewed tho~Faculty questions
about the constitution of the Curricula Connnittee and has a
motion to make as a result of that.
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Ther efor e, I move, on behalf of the Policy Conunittee,
firs t, tha t the membership of the Curricula Committee be
increased from nine to twelve -- I have forgotten my Facult¥
Handbook -MR. DURRI E
TILLOTSON
quest ions .

Here you are.
I don't need it now, just if they ask

Two , t hat these three nominees be -- that the -- that
the member sh i p be increased from nine to twelve, with one
addit iona l r e pr esentative in each of three categories that
the Facu l ty Handbook describes as having to be equally
represented on t he Curricula Committ ee; tha t these three
nominees be accepted as members of t he Curricula Connnittee
to fi l l t hese t hree new places, and that the entire slate
of nominee s fo r the Curricula Committee, including the
nine names on the top, be approved.
I so move.
(Sec onded .)
HEADY You have heard the motion, itrs been seconded .
Is i t clear to everyone?
As I understand it, there are three parts to the motion:
first , that the membership be increased from nine to twelve,
with an additional representative from each of the three
gr oups designated; that these three nominees, at the top -no , the bottom -- will be the three additional members; and
that those nominees, plus the remainder of the slate, be
approved, constitute the entire conunittee.
Is there discussion? Are you ready to vote? Those
in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." Motion is carried,
with no dissent.
TILLOTSON
How about the Library Conunittee? At the
same Faculty meeting, the Faculty sent the Library Connnittee
back to the Policy Connnittee. In the meantime, two members
of the Library Connnittee, the two people nominated to be
members of the Library Connnittee, resigned. They couldn't
even resign because they weren't really on the connnittee yet,
but they were Professor Sterling of the Medical School, and
Professor Keesee of the Pharmacy.
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Faculty Policy Corrnnittee considered the reasons for
askin g us to r econsider the constitution of the Library
Corrnnittee, and we nominate in place of those two people
who have alr eady resigned, Professor James Finley of
Physics, and Profes sor Sam Guyler of Languages -- I got
tired and my writing deteriorated
so I move that those
two people be accepted as members of the Library Corrnnittee,
along with the other nine members that are listed up there.
(Seconded.)
HEADY
You have heard the motion and it's been seconded.
Any need for c larification? Any discussion? Those in favo r ,
please say "aye "; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
The agenda s ays you are also going to have something
to say about t he University Corrnnunity Forum.
TI LLOTSON I forgot, oh, dear, yes. Professor
Elizabeth Bear ~f the CoLlege of Nursing has resigned from
the University and therefore she has -- is no longer on
the Univer sity Corrnnunity Forum. Therefore, the Policy
Corrnnittee nominates Professor Ed Hoyt to take her place
as one of t h e tenured Faculty members on the University
Corrnnunity Forum.
(Seconded.)

·n

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded. Any discussion?
Those in favor, say "aye 11 ; opposed, "no." The mot ion is
carried.
Final item on the agenda, report of Policy Connnittee's
recent activities concerning pay parking, and I believe
Pr of essor Lenberg is making that report. That was not a
t ypographical error. It was a change in designation as to
who would make it.
PROFESSOR LENBERG
and to
two or
this I
review

Not a "Gold."

I have been asked by the F.P.C. to make this report
involve Professor Christman in the report, as well as
three other members of the present F.P.C. Part of
will read in an attempt to give an abbreviated
of the events relative to pay parking.
The report on -- this is the report on the Policy

Policy
Committee
Report on
Pay Parking
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Committee's recent activities concerning pay parking.
As we should all be aware, in 1971 the Campus Planning
Committee presented a pay parking proposal. There were
many str ong po s itive and negative reactions to this proposal from var ious elements within the University.
The pr oposal was presented to the Regents and on
October 22, 1971, t he Regents adopted a statement of policy
or i ntent of having pay parking on the U.N.M. campus.
Then, in the May 17, 1972, Faculty meeting, the
University Faculty r ejected the pay parking proposal as
report ed in the summarized minutes of that meeting.
I would like to now read from the minutes which you
have with you today, assumedly, page two, the minutes of
the May sevent eenth meeting, page two, starting with the
courth complete paragraph where it begins as such:
"Professor Christman, on behalf of the Policy
Committee, moved that the Faculty adopt the
' Position Statement by Members of the University
Faculty Opposed to Paid Parking,' included in the
agenda materi als. He said that if his motion
was approved, he intended to present a second
motion 'that this Faculty view the paid-parking
proposal as one in which the University Faculty,
pursuant to page twent_l, in the Faculty Handbook,
shall have the right tKrreview anjie final action
and that the Faculty Policy Connnittee, pursuant
to page thirty-one in the Faculty Handbook,
r epr esent to the University Regents the Faculty's
disapproval of and opposition to paid parking.
"After discussion, during which Vice President
Smith pointed to errors of fact and interpretation
in the Position Statement, the Faculty voted to
approve both motions presented by Professor Christman."
Now, subsequently, a presentation was made to the
Board of Regents by the Faculty Policy Committee on May 21,
1972, indicating the Faculty reaction and the Regents then
requested that the Faculty Policy Committee prepare a
feasible alternative to the Campus Planning Committee's
proposal for presentation at the June 28, 1972, meeting
of the Regentso
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The members of the F.P.C. who were present at the end
of that May t wenty-first meeting of the Regents, decided
that some suggestions should be prepared in behalf of the
Faculty for the Jun e twenty-eighth meeting with the Regents,
and s o t hey me t infor mally on May twenty-fourth and May
thirt y-fir st, and prepared the proposal which we will now
attempt t o describe briefly.
What I would like to do is first · read, with
Profess or Gold berg's suggestions, first read the summary
statement in the beginning of the proposal, which is an
effort to pr esent the reasoning behind the rejection of
the C. P . C. pr oposal, and the request for deferment.
LJ

In requesting the Regents to defer any implementat i on
of the presently proposed paid parking system, the F.P.C.
has no i ntention of q uestioning the good faith or the
effort s of the Campus Planning Connnittee and others who have
part i cipa ted i n the formulation of t he present propo sal :
that t he Co P.C. proposes.
The F.P.C. recognizes that considerable effort
has gone into t h is pr oposal and we recognize that there
are many commendable objectives and ideas in the proposition.
Therefor e, we do not ask the Regents to reject the
pro posal at this time; rather we are asking for a deferment
of i ts implementation to allow for more time to study the
proposal and the parking problems of the U.N.M. campus
and to make any modificat i ons in the proposal as may be
deemed necessar y or desirable after more facts have been
acqu i red and further consideration given.
We believe that deferment is desirable for the
following reasons · -- now, the F.P.C. went on in this cormnittee
to describe these in detail in four pages which follow in
the document. I will summarize the reasoning.
First, the presently proposed system appears to be
based on diverse goals or objectives, some of which may
be in fact conflicting or incapable of implementation in
one, comprehensive parking system;
Secondly, there is a question as to the equitableness
of the distribution of the costs of the presently proposed
program;
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Third, insufficient consideration appears to have
been given to the effect of the proposed program on certain
areas of the campus and on certain legitimate users of
campus facilities; and
Fourth, the present proposal rests in part on a
level of faculty and staff support which may in fact not
be forthcoming .
Now, we would like to skip to the proposal, itself,
and read part of that statement, this being the preface
to the interim parking proposal submitted by the F.P.C.
to the Board of Regents on June twenty-eighth.
The F . P .C. reconnnends that the Regents adopt
for one year interim period, the following parking proposal.
In addition to considering the unresolved problems
discus sed above, the F.P.C. suggests that there is a need
for more facts before the University can intelligently
commence on a realistic and meaningful parking system that
is a substantial deviation from the present system.
The following proposal seeks to accomplish three
limited objectives: one, as close an adherence as possible
to the present system and still consistent with the other
two objectives; second, the raising of a modest amount of
revenue for the purpose of developing parking to the north
of Lomas and to the west of the medical complex; and third,
the implementation of a -- of as simplified a system as
possib le that will aid in the acquisition of more facts
about the users of automobiles on campus and the responses
to certain stimuli.
We recognize that some of the same criticisms that
we have leveled at the Campus Planning Committee proposal
can be leveled at this proposal. However, we feel that
the effect of these criticisms is mitigated somewhat for\
the following reasons:
First, the F.P.C. proposal will involve a less onerous
burden on Faculty, students, staff, and administration than
will the Campus Planning Committee proposal;
Secondly, the F.P.C. proposal is patently intended to
be a temporary one, limited in its goals and consequently
limited in its effect; and then last, we would like, without
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reading all six points in their entirety, to summarize the
substance of the proposal.
One, that all Faculty, staff, and personnel who
desire to park in the central or north campuses, would be
required to register their automobiles and to pay a ten
dollar registration fee for obtaining a sticker, which
would enable them or allow them to park in all University
parking lots.
Second, that students would be required to register
their vehicle s similarly, and pay a ten dollar fee and
r eceive a sticker which would allow them to park in parking
lots designated for students.
Third, that an identifiable sticker would be offered
at no cost for those that wanted to use the facilities of
the south campus, or a lot which would be created north of
Lomas and west of the medical complex.
i

Fourth, individuals who needed motorcycle permits
would be required to pay one-half of the fees under the
above conditions.
Fifth, all the revenues raised by the -- revenue
raised by the registration fees would be used to make the
area north of Lomas and west of the medical complex, suitable
for parking, and an accounting of all such revenues and
expenditures should be made to the University community.
And then last, that the present system of parking
enforcement would not be changed in the interim.
I would now like to defer to Professor Christman
relative to items in the summarized minutes of both the
May twenty-first meeting, and the June twenty-eighth
meeting of the Board of Regents, relative to the reactions
of the Regents and the presentation of such proposal.
PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN
I don't want to bore you with
this, but we do feel, all of us that worked on this throughout
the summer, feel we have some responsibility to report what
we did in following your instructions and the sense of your
motion.
Some of you may think the result of what we did was
nothing, but we did it, anyway.

~o
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To recap slightly, first, we came to you in the last
meeting i n May, and as a result of the motion we presented,
which yo u passed, we were connnissioned to go to the Regents
at their next meeting, which we did, and that was the meeting
of May t wenty-first.
Now, why we were back there on June twenty-eighth
was something that may sound like an entirely different
proposal , something t hat is an alternative to saying, ''No,
we don 't want to have to pay to park," which was our
initial t hrust, was as a result of that May twenty-first
meeting.
I am going to pick out two or three paragraphs in
the May t wenty-first meeting in case you feel that it might
give a f lavor of how we presented the argument and how we
got invite d to come back a month later, with no tangible
result s after that second meeting.
Fir st of all, we presented the position statement
that you a lready have before you, last May, with the points
that have been cited. They are not in detail in the summarized
minute s, but you all had a copy of them in that last agenda,
the sixth point.
I am reading now from the summarized minutes of t hat
Regent s meeting on May twenty-first. That happened to be
grad uat ion day, connnencement Sunday.
"The various points outlined in the position statement
as well as others, were then discussed in some
detail by the Regents. Professor Schreyer distributed a 'Salary Revenue,' prepared by Professor
Hufbauer" -- I think most of you have seen that
in another context -- "on behalf of the Compensation Committee, and noted that faculty compensation
at U.N.M. is not keeping up with the country as a
whole. Relative to this point, President Heady
cited A.A.U.P. figures quoted in 'The Chronicle
of Higher Education' which indicated that in the
matter of average compensation -- salary plus
fringe benefits -- for 1971-'72, the University of
New Mexico compared with the major state university
in forty-nine states as follows, the 1970-'71
f or comparison.
•
II
•
h
percentages b eing
sown
And it showed that they were all substantially up.

,41
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I won't read these sets of data to you.
"The president explained that the vesting of
retirement benefits after five years was largely
responsible for the improvement in 1971-'72 over
the 1970-'71 percentages. He also noted, however,
that salary increases at the University of New Mexico
for the 1971-'72 year were well above national averages.
"Another topic for discussion was north campus
parking, and Professors Priola, Scallen, and
Anderson expressed the point of view that cormnunications between the central and north campuses had
been inadequate and that there had been insufficient
planning for the special problems of the north campus.
'~urther general discussion was concerned
with the present and proposed costs of the parking
system, various possible sources of parking funds,
the ecology problem relative to the use of buses,
the unfairness of limiting parking privileges to
those who can afford to pay, the deteriorating
status of students relative to such 'fringe benefits'
as parking, the status of teaching assistants
vis-a-vis faculty members relative to parking fees,
and the absence of any input thus far relative to
viable alternatives to the present plan.
"Several requests for a year's -- or a
semester's -- delay in implementing the pay parking
system were discussed at some length. In this
connection, the president expressed his opinion
that if the Regents decide they do not want to go
ahead with the present system, to go into effect
this fall, they should make such a decision no later
than at the June meeting; and that if they do decide
to postpone and to look at more alternatives, they
should postpone the matter for a full year so that
a parking system could start in the fall semester.
"It was thereupon moved by Mr. Ortega, seconded
by Mrs. Mapel, that the Regents defer any action on
the Faculty's petition until the June meeting of
the Board and hopefully try for as much input as
possible in the interim. Carried. Professor
Schreyer said that the Policy Connnittee would try
to have something in writing for the Regents'
consideration in advance of the June meetingQ"
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We did have the second proposal that Professor Lenberg
has just read to you, the one where everybody that wants to
park on central campus pays a ten dollar fee and those who
want to park free, get a sticker anyway so there would be
some data available as to how many cars are using the campus
and what their composition is and so forth.
And we cane up with that in the second meeting and
you have already heard those six points, members of the
Faculty, from the June twenty-eighth meeting of the Regents
then .
I will go on and say the members of the Faculty Policy
Committee, as requested, appeared before the Regents to ask:
"That implementation of the paid-parking
system approved by the Board on October 22, 1971,
be deferred 'for at least one year to allow time
for further consideration of the proposed system
and for further fact-finding.' In addition, the
Policy Committee members proposed for the interim
period a modified plan which would assess a
uniform ten dollar fee for automobile permits
(five dollars for motorcycles), but otherwise
continue the parking operation essentially as at
present. In requesting deferment, the Policy
Committee members advanced the following reasons"
and those are the four reasons that you have already heard
discussed.
"Similarly, the two staff representatives
of the University Community Forum and Albert Chavez,
a student, requested a yeat's moratorium in the
implementation of the system of paid parking
approved by the Regents in October.
In a memorandum of the -- that had been sent out prior,
so Doctor Smith also put out a memorandum to the Regents
at the same time, and in the memorandum:
"Doctor Smith discussed the stated objections
to the presently proposed plan. Many of the problems
noted, he said, can be worked out administratively
within the framework of the policy. He conceded,
however, that the north campus does indeed present
special problems, particularly those of equity
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among large groups of employees, and he reconnnended
deferring the institution of paid parking on the
north campus for one year so that these problems
may be resolved. With this exception, he reconnnended
the institution this fall of the parking system approved
by the Regents in October.
"Summarizing his thoughts on the matter,
President Heady said that although no plan has to go
into effect at a particular point in time, the
parking problem will, in all probability, worsen
as time goes on. He also noted that there is no
'magic' about the present plan and that many variations
are possible. He said that basically he found it
difficult to conceive of a solution to the parking
problem without having the primary cost borne by
those using the system; also that he did not expect
enthusiasm for any form. of paid parking. He expressed his opinion, however, that whatever plan
is adopted should generate enough revenue to do
something significant, and he saw this as a major
difficulty with the alternate plan of the Faculty
Policy Connnittee. Another problem, he said, would
be that of assuring people who paid the fee that
they would actually have a place to park. He also
said he found no equity in the ten dollar fee, since
faculty and staff would take the best places, giving
students access only to what was left. In this
connection, too, he noted that it had been agreed
earlier that a graduated fee system based on income
would be used. In brief, he said that he saw no
advantages in the F.P .C. proposal and indeed some
additional complications, and that instead of
accepting such a plan he would prefer to leave the
situation as it presently is for whatever time the
Regents feel advisable.
"Regent Roberts said that while he did not favor
the interim plan suggested by the Policy Committee
members, it concerned him to have groups protest the
Regents' decisions, and accordingly he suggested a
year's delay, at which point the present plan would
be instituted unless a better proposal was presented
in the interim by the protesting groups. Mrs. Mapel,
too, expressed her reservations about implementing
a plan for the central campus but not for the north
campus.
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"Mr. Horn queried what would be gained from a
year's delay. He admitted the presence of inequities
but felt t hat they could be worked out in practice,
and as a consequence he recommended proceeding with
the present plan except for the north campus.
"Mr. Ortega expressed his agreement that the
north campus problem needs more study but that the
rest of the plan should be implemented; he noted
that the present 'nonsystem' will become increasingly
chaotic as the campus population grows.
"It was thereupon moved by Mr. Wolf, seconded
by Mr. Ortega, that the parking plan adopted by the
Regents in October be implemented in the fall
semester except for the north campus. The motion
carried, four to one."
Well, I imagine some of you might have some questions.
About to have exceeded my time limits, if I haven't already.
The one point that recollection gives me that I think I should
mention that didn't get in the minutes, and apparently didn't
make a dent on anybody, was the feeling on the part of the
Policy Committee that this bus should be eliminated, this
bus from the free lot to the campus or not, so that might be
something you might want to look into, with the effectiveness
of t hat bus and the course of it.
LENBERG
I will again, on behalf of the F.P.C., it
was the intent to request that there be soroo type of
re porting relative to the paid parking system and we would
l ike to ask Professor Tillotson to give us a report, if
she has such, in her contact with Vice President Smith.
TILLOTSON
Well, Mr. Smith gave me the figures that
he's prepared for the Regents for their meeting, you know,
about the status of the -- of this new system. I looked at
the figures and they show that a lot of the things that
the Faculty pointed out to the Regents have some foundation.
For example, fewer Faculty at each level appeared to
have actually purchased stickers than were estimated to be
intending to purchase stickers before the thing went into
effect, and that disparity increases as the income of the
Faculty member goes down.
In other words, just as a smaller percentage of Faculty
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members wh o originally expected to purchase stickers -cheaper s tickers -- fewer people were going to buy stickers
because they made l es s money and it was a dent in their
income t hat was already recormnended -- already recognized
in the e st imate. The facts seem to increase that disparity.
For example, ninety-seven people actually bought
stickers at seventy-eight dollars, out of a hundred and
seven who it wa s estimated would buy them, while five
hundred and eighty-eight bought stickers at thirty-nine
dollars out of an e s timated eight hundred and eighteen
estimat ed that wou l d buy them.
But t he point -- there's also the present e.~ timate ~of
reven ue i s twe nty thousand -- twenty-six thousand dollars
l ess than the original estimate of revenue was, since the
origi na l estimate involved eighty-five thousand dollars
defic i t t he f irst year that was going to have to be made
up from - - I don't know how they state -- general funds
or someth ing like that, University funds. That's now a
hundred and f ive thousand dollars, or thereabouts.
But there are other things these figures prove
which , for example, the most important thing that they
prove, I think , is that there was -- that our going to
the Regents at all was an exercise in futility because
obviously all the expenditures on paid parking that are
lis t ed here for this year absolutely match the estimate
which means that those weren't -- they probably weren't
they were very close to commitment.
Income estimates varied; expenditure estimate is very
c lose to the expenditure. There's nothing much you can do
about it, I suppose -- very interesting, that's all. Sorry
to have been so professional.
LENBERG
Last, we would like to ad<Professor Karni
to express some points on problems that have come to the
attention of the F.P.C. and also the intent/ of the F.P.C.
to designate Professor Kami as the individual to whom
Faculty members ~make complaints relative to parking
problems.
KARN!
I have a few samples -- I won't take much
of your time -- one sample by a Faculty in Flot mentioned
that several Faculty paid over sixty dollars at the same
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time a l icen s e to hunt was sold to students and part-time
students f or twenty-six dollars.
Page s i ty-:-two of the Faculty Handbook says: "Any fulltime f ac ulty member may enroll for one course per semester or
sunnner session fo r academic credit or in official audit status
with full waiver of tuition and fees. Emeritus professors have
the same pr iv i leges but may take more than one course. In the
above ca ses , admi ssion to the Univers ity in some status is r equired."
The nat ural question is: shouldn't the Faculty
member then obt a in t he status of a student, pay twenty-six
dollars f or t h i s same one?
a l ess humorous vein, I have two cases of stolen
portable parking permits. In both cases, cars were broken
in, and t he portable car permits that I understand are put
on the v isor , or s omeplace, were stolen. One of them is
the technician of the electrical engineering shop; the
other one i s a lady by the name of Dorothy Scanlon. I jus t
received her note about it.
On

The por table laminated sticker had been stolen and
she says i t has now been found on another car. In both
cases , the appeal to the proper office brought only one
response and t hat was, "You must buy a new sticker at
f ul l price."
The chairman of the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Comput er Science, Professor Bolie, has written a memo
t o Vice President Sherman Smith on August twenty-ninth
r equesting a -- either replacement or arrive at some other
s e tt lement through a hearing. I don't know the actual
r e s ults of a hearing, if such a hearing was indeed held.
The lady who just submitted her complaint, Dorothy
Scanlon, says that, "I was told today that the portable
sticker was found on another car. In the meantime, I
have been walking in from the parking outside the University.
I hope to be able to make arrangements to get a perm.anent
sticker for the car until I leave the College of Nursing."
I understand that the decision to leave the College
of Nursing is partly influenced by the fact of this parking
sticker.
LENBERG
And last, we would like to solicit from
any other members of the F.P.C. who were present at the
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twentieth meeting to add any comments they may want to add.
PROFESSOR BRAY
College of Nursing, Zella Bray. I
would like to know if we are going to get an itemized
statement of where every dollar of this parking money is
going to be spent?
There is one other thing I would like to add: if we
buy a sticker, then why on Roma, near the library, is there
an F sticker and parking meters. Now, am I allowed to
park there if I have an F sticker? Do I have to pay for
the parking meter? · '. You know, what does it mean?
LENBERG
BRAY

HEADY

That's addressed to Professor Karni.
It's a neat signo
Any other questions or connnents?

PROFESSOR GARRETT
I was wondering, to find out the
visitor permits are being sold at a dollar a crack and many
of my senior colleagues have spent a good portion of their
career developing relationships between Albuquerque Public
Schools and State Department of Education, and now I am in
the throes of doing this same thing. I have a ticket from
the State Deputy Supervisor, and he was here on business
and received this ticket over here for not having a visitor
permit.
I was informed by the people down in Walter Burgess'
trailer that I would have to come down there with a note,
or give some sort of permission to get a waiver on the
dollar, or send a memo by way of mail and this becomes ,very·.
cumbersome to the administrative process of teaching students and I
wondered if it might not belong in your book, Professor Karni,
with regards to visitor permits for a dollar and how are we
going to have a continuing relationship between Albuquerque
Public Schools and State Department, and how are we going
to have people come and do business with us if we are going
to assess them this penalty? How do we find parking for
them? The Department of Education has a man that gives
his time free and teaches one couts~ . free, four hours
every week, and he must go to the trailer every week and
pick up a permit so he can park before he teaches his course.
HEADY
I assume at this point the report has been
completed and we are discussing it, so I will recognize
anybody that wants to offer something.
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Professor Bray.
BRAY
I would like to concur with this gentleman.
The same problem is coming up in the College of Nursing. As
some of you may know, we don't have any funds to buy
additional goodies for our college and many of the drug
companies give us these things free. This is hundreds
of dollars that are free, gratis to the University, and
when these men come in carrying quite a bit of material
up the steps and likely they have gotten down, back downstairs and saved themselves from getting parking tickets,
but I think it's a slap in the face to people who donate
a lot of time and a lot of money and lot of energy to
this University .

I would like to go on record as saying that.
HEADY

Doctor Smith.

DOCTOR SMITH
If the Faculty is interested and will
bear with me, I would like to comment on a number of points
that have been raised.
First of all, Professor Tillotson misread the
report I gave her this morning. The income to date is a
hundred and thirty-six thousand dollars, and the estimated
operating expense for the year is a hundred and twenty-three
thousand five hundred dollars, not counting the capital
outlay for the park. She understated the matter by fifteen
thousand dollars because it wasn't gathered together in
the table here in the center of the paragraph.
There are some other things I thought you might be
interested to know. Before I turn to that, may I say that
we will provide a report on just exactly what was done
with the money and there are no secrets in this operation.
It takes some time to accumulate information of this kind,
but at the end of the year, we certainly will do that.
There are some other things that I thought you might
like to know about. Citations for failure to display
a valid permit on the campus during the four days of
last week, ran at these rates: Tuesday, two hundred seventytwo citations; Wednesday, three hundred twenty-six;
Thursday, two hundred fifty-nine; Friday, one hundred
seventy. That decline is illusory rather than real on
Friday because on Friday afternoon, two or three of the
meter maids were helping gather the data for this report
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instead of out hanging tickets.
You might also be interested in knowing that the
number of peop le who rode buses from or to the north
campus, these are one-way passes, last week, were:
Tuesday, two thousand five hundred fourteen; Wednesday,
two thousand seven hundred twenty-six; Thursday, two
thousand seven hundred forty-three; Friday, two thousand
nine hundred and ten.
So we can say whatever you think of the bus, it
is working . It's catching on, and it appears to be
growing in favor with those who use it.
Incidentally, it is used not only by students,
but by Faculty and staff who chose not to purchase permits
and come in that way, and it is being used by substantial
numbers of visitors now who find parking on the north
campus lots and riding the bus over by all means the
easiest way to visit the campus.
I want to connnent on the
I sent out a memo to all deans,
managers on the twenty-first of
ways in which we can handle the

visiting -- visitor matter.
directors, chairmen, and
August which described
visitor problem.

It pointed out that upon advance notification by
any department which has the visitor coming, a parking
permit will be prepared, dated, and ready for him. The
visitor can stop by the trailer where the parking service
office is, and pick up the permit, and the staff there
will tell him where there is room for him to park.
If that's too much trouble and if there's sufficient
lead time, then the permit can be mailed to him in advance.
This dollar fee is not intended for people who are guests
of the University departments and who are here on an
invitational basis. That is for people who want a place
to park on the campus but who have no particular
connection with the University such as someone who wants to
come and spend a day or two in the library for his own pursuits.
The status of guests of the departments is clear.
They are entitled to free parking, but the reason we have
to go through this procedure is because it is necessary to
control visitor permits. Otherwise, in short order, there
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would be hundreds of them out. The whole system would
fall apar t. There have been thirteen permits reported
stolen. Ten of those were of the portable type. Three
of them have been recovered. And I predict that before
long , v i r tually all of them will be.
About Miss Scanlon. Miss Scanlon drives a sports
car wi th no top, no enclos ure, and she trustingly hung
her l aminated permi t on the rear vision mirror and hoped
that nobody would touch it. Well, she was wrong. The
parking me ter s override the parking signs. I think you
have given us a good thought, though, and we will check
and see if we should move the parking signs so there
isn ' t this kind of confusion.
Well, I must not take too much of your time.
Faculty and staff were sold permits in the preferred
zones a s promised, so long as there was any demand. We
didn ' t put student permits on sale, as I recall it, until
the t wenty-fifth of August or thereabouts, and then we
sold t he permi t s to students in zones where there was
r oom for them. There will be additional sale as we find
out that this is a possibility. You can sell more permits,
relative to t he number of spaces, in some zones than
any others, depending on the extent to which people are
present all t he time.
In those zones with substantial number of students,
t here can be many more permits out than there are spaces
beca use students ar e her e relatively on a fractional basis .
To the extent that there are violations and violators
using up spaces in ··the zones, that, of course, diminishes
the potential, so we don't propose to put more permits
on sale very soon, but we will later, and there will be,
I am sure, more income from them.
I would not suggest that everything is smooth with
t h is parking system. I don't know any way it could be o
I predicted there may be some modifications of it. We wil l
be very happy to have input from Doctor Karni or others,
but I can say some things for it, I think.
Casual observation suggests that the campus is a
vastly quieter place than it was a year ago now. I
think with the estimate I get from the campus police, is
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that vehicular traffic is probably down by sixty percent
under the leve l of last year. That is one of the advantages
of the zone system because people know in a general sort
of way where they ar e going.
We ll, thank you for your patience, but I thought I
ought to try to r e spond here to this audience to some of
the concern s t ha t have been expressed here.
BRAY
Doctor Smith, are they going to put any kind
of contr o l or any kind of tagging for the licenses?
SMITH We have no plans yet;with respect to bicycles
we expect to build an outdoor bicycle park where there is
security whi ch will be where the old swinnning pool was,
adjacent to the old Carlisle Gym on the west. I think that the
first thing probably will begin to happen will be that
certain pas sageways and walkways will be barred from
bicyc les as a matter of safety, but we even -BRAY
As far as the security, will bicycles be
accessible to this, or will it be open or -SMITH The under standing is that this will be a
manned bicycle park and the Associated Students are willing
t o bear part of the cost and I suspect that we might charge
part of it to the Parking Connnittee, because in the
Pl ann i ng Connnittee, we thought it was not unreasonable
thi ng · t o do.
Oh , wit h re s pect to pollution by buses, buses pollute,
I am told , something like sixteen to eighteen times as much
as conventional autos, but when you see thirty, forty,
sometimes eighty people riding the bus over, the suggestion
is t hat that is a lot less pollution than their automobiles
would have been. And the big gain, I think, on the pollution
is in the reduction of moving traffic hunting for parking
s pace.
HEADY

Professor Cooper.

PROFESSOR COOPER
As a person who is finding places
to park off the campus, there are only two problems that I
hope that Mr. Smith will look into. First of all, when
you want to go to a building to unload books or pick up
the books, that's not easy to do under the present system.
When one wants to go to the Computing Center -- what we
need is limited parking for fifteen minutes, return to
one's car and get off the campus.
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Secondly, when using the north campus, that's great,
but nighttime it's not so hot. I teach classes until six
thirty, seven thirty, and sometimes late at night on the
campus, and I think the buses stop about six thirty. If,
perhaps, the buses could run according to the class schedules
in the evening, that would be quite a convenience.
HEADY

Are there any -- yes, Professor Harris.

HARRIS
One other question is the possibility of
getting permits that would permit someone to park more than
one zone. Since I understand one aim of this policy is
to encourage people to form car pools, there are instances
in which people share a car who nevertheless have offices
on different ends of the campus. It would be extremely
good if one could get a permit valid for more than one zone.
There would be only one car, but there are instances that
you might want to park the car either here or there. I
realize if that operated in all cases, it would reduce -take care of the zone issue, but I think that there are
instances in which it would be extremely helpful.
SMITH
May I respond? I think there is, Doctor Cooper,
a generous loading zone in the Computing Center. If it
isn't installed, it was certainly intended to be, and I
think we need more of those in some other places. But
certainly about them is an enforcement concern, because I
have noticed that a number of loading zones are taken by
people that have no permits that drive in and leave their
cars there, so we have a bit of a problem.
I think your suggestion is a very good one, Doctor
Harris, and I don't see why not, because I don't think there
could be enough of these cases to prevent that from working.
That's the only concern. We are issuing relative zone
permits to departments for usein connection with other
regular parking.
HEADY

Professor Regener.

PROFESSOR REGENER
Mr. President, Doctor Lenberg, in
his presentation read from the minutes, and I would like to
offer a correction before these minutes are entered into the
archives of the University, and I offer my advance apologies
to the secretary for the strong language that I might be
using in recording that error.
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I might say also, this is the second time I am
apologizing to the secretary in twenty-four hours.
But on page two read· by Doctor Lenberg correctly,
but on page two of the minutes of May seventeenth, there's
a statement made that the University Faculty shall have
the right to review any final action.
I offer the conunent that this wording, and this is
referred -- refers to page twenty of the Faculty Handbook
and offer that this wording mutilates and ema.sculates ·and, in
fac~ annuls the wording and the intent of the Faculty Handbook
on page twenty which does not say the Faculty shall have
the right to review any final action.
The Faculty Handbook on page twenty, says that the
Faculty shall have the right of review and final action.
That's a typographical error for which we
DURRIE
apologize, sir.
HEADY
This is all in modification of the minutes
that was not caught earlier.
REGENER
It was not caught earlier. Of course, we
didn't vote, but I didn't catch it at that time. I caught
it when Doctor Lenberg read
HEADY
That will be corrected in the minutes that
go into the archives.
Professor Drununond.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
President Heady, since Vice
President Smith has indicated that additional permits are
likely to be sold sometime in the future, when we find
out how many additional passes are available, I am
anticipating the time when I come in to park in my area
and there's no space at all there. What then?
HEADY
My understanding is that the additional
place permits that he was referring to would be permits
which, on the basis of experience and use in those lots,
could be sold without much risk of that happening.

DRUMMOND
But since I am out in the public schools
and come back to the campus all during the day, I know
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that one of these days there is going to be a hundred and
ten percent of the spaces sold and a hundred and ten percent
of us wanting it.
SMITH
We are going to be very careful, sir, but
we will not sell additional permits in those
DRUMMOND

I will scream, Sherm.

SMITH
Hold on a minute. We will not sell any
additional permits in any zone until a field survey at the
time of peak loading, which we know is Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, ten thirty, historically, without exception, until
we discover that day after day after day after day, at that
hour, in that zone, we have some vacant spaces.
Now, how many spaces there will be will depend on,
as I said before, how people use the parking and how good
the enforcement is.
But I promise you, if I can keep a handle on it and
I intend to, that we will not sell as many permits as even
that survey would indicate.
DRUMMOND
On that great day when there's no place
for me to park my car -SMITH

You are coming with yotKgun, I know.

j

DRUMMOND

I will scream.

TRAVELSTEAD There is a provision for that, Mr. Smith,
when that happens there is a provision.
SMITH: Yes, there is a provision. Swing .by the
parking office and they will fix you up with a permit in
any bordering zone. That's one way.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
I did want to say this before this meeting
quickly dissolves. Those of you who really think about it,
realize that those coolies of us who happen to be on the
north campus have an economic -- I guess you could say we
have an economic disadvantage rather than their having an
economic advantage, something taken away that we had before,
and I want to point out this was a complete opposition of
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those professors from the north campus who made a valid
argument in our behalf and said that the whole campus should
be treated alike in terms of who pays for what benefits that
are spread over ··the whole conununity.
The other point that is somewhat valid, I think, if
you really believe this ecology argument -- but the bus is
very expensive -- but I have forgotten the figures -- we
thought it would be helpful for everyone to walk or run or
jog back and if they had to take the bus, pay a ticket
for it rather than load that on the parking system, but
again, that's the old argument all over.
HEADY

Doctor Smith.

SMITH
If I may, and I am up a lot, but I think you
understand why.
May I tell you what the problem was with the north
campus? I want to confirm what Karl Christman has said
with respect to the fact that the postponement on the
north campus was not at the insistence of anybody over there.
It was at my suggestion that the Regents decided to postpone
on the north campus. I had worked with the north campus
problem for about two months at the time of the deciaion.
The problem is not technical. It does not have to
do with the complexity of arrangements for patients,
visitors, visiting physicians of whom1 there are a hundred
who are a dollar-a-year men out in the conununity and so on.
These technical problems we think we could have
worked out. The problems have to do with large blocks of
employees, specifically medical school employees, mental
health center employees, and Bernalillo County Medical
employees, all of whom were in different situations.
The county owns outright and in fee simple, the
lot just south of Bernalillo County Medical Center and
in the arrangement whereby the Mental Health Center was
built, the Regents said there would be two acres, unidentified
in location, for the parking of the Mental Healt~ Center
employees; The administrators of those two agencies
therefore complained that their employees should not have
to pay for parking, but Mental Health Center employees are
regular employees of the University fully and in every sense.
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And so the medical school would not agree that the
Mental Health Center employees should get by without paying
if their employees had to pay, and it was this kind of a
jurisdictional governmental altercation that I was unable to
do anything about.
I don't think anything can be done
about it before the parties get together and, under direction
from the Regents, come up with an answer to which they can
agree. That was the reason for the postponement.
HEADY
I think it's also correct, isn't it, Sherman,
that the Regents at a recent meeting adopted a resolution
that
SMITH

They directed --

HEADY
-- that the parking system go in effect on
the north campus by midfall, I believe.
SMITH
They directed that pay parking would take place
on the north campus beginning with the next fall semester.

HEADY

Is there any other -- Miss Amsden.

AMSDEN
I walk to the University, but this problem
intrigues me so I submitted a couple of suggestions for
alternatives to paid parking, but I was not told why
these ideas were not practical and I would suggest it,
if you were to scratch off at the bottom of the page,
your comments.
SMITH

HEADY

I will write to you.

Thank you, ma'am.

Any other connnents?

PROFESSOR LADMAN
Doctor Smith said he would give us
a report at the end of the year, and I would like to have
an interim report after thirty or sixty days.
SMITH

All right.

PROFESSOR LANG Doctor Smith, in parking people, can
you consider the needs of Manzanita Center applies thereof,
in addition to the needs of the A.P.S. people and the State
Department personnel , and so on? We do
have
rather fluid
f
.
clientele at Manzanita Center where o tentimes we are not
able in advance to determine when they are coming, and
thereby submitting the request duly and so on --
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I am wondering if we can work out some kind of an
arrangement where the clients may not be penalized when
they come for services at Manzanita Center.
SMITH Well, there's -- we will try. Again, we
have been trying for fifteen years, you know, improvising
one thing or another there. It isn't easy. One can put
up signs and say, "This parking reserved, please, for
the clients of Manzanita Center," and that's worth just as
much as the attention people pay to it who are looking
for a parking space.
We can't really afford to station an officer there
all the time who would say, "Are you a client of Manzanita
Center?" And then ask for verification of that response,
you see? So there's a major enforcement problem involved
in it. We are locating more parking meters closer to
Manzanita so that we think these will be of some help to
the clients who are there briefly. We will have a loading
zone as I think we do for them to discharge the children.
We will do the very best"te can, but there are some
natural limitations as to what we can afford.
GARRETT
May I ask Mr. Smith a sticky one out of
curiosity to the state department employees and politicians, to them
whot are the chances of getting this voided or do I pay
the five dollars?
'I

SMITH
Well, I think the chances of gettin~ that one
voided are probably pretty good. I think -- I cant help
you with it because I am leaving downtown in the morning
and will be out for the rest of the week, but speak to
Mr. Parrish will you please, and tell him this was in
. 1 ed to a
fact a guest' of yours ' and would have been entit
free parking permit, and tell him I said I hoped that he
can cancel it.
HEADY

Professor Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN
These tickets, as I understand, are
being given out by the City of Albuquerque Police Department?
SMITH

No, sir.

GREEN

They are not?
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SMITH

No, sir, not one.

GREEN

To whom are we answerable for it?

SMITH
Well, the tickets are issued by enforcement
personnel who are employees of the University. The
citations go to the City of Albuquerque. They go down
there and they are within the jurisdiction of the city
traffic court. This is a matter of state law.

GREEN

Then how can you simply cancel one?

SMITH Well, I can ask him to ask Mr. Birge to see
if he can can it.

GREEN

How can Mr. B i"rge do it?

SMITH
He can do it before the citation goes down
to the violation bureau. He doesn't often do it unless
there's quite good cause.
0

GREEN
I don't know, that seems to me to be
obstruction in the proper carrying out of the sequence of
law.
SMITH

Well --

GREEN
How many people should we get in line to
cancel these tickets?
SMITH
Not very many, because I think the circumstances
need to be really very, very good. I will tell you what -no, I won't tell you that. Sorry.

HEADY

Professor Powero

PROFESSOR POWER
I think this whole business in
regard to visitor permits is shameful. I would like to
suggest two things: one would be if we are going to go
through with this whole scheme, wouldn't it just help things
to put this trailer some sort of a visitor station permit
over on Central in front of the main office or the main
entrance to the University, rather than have some distinguished
guys chasing all around campus for an obscure trailer?
And the second point I would like to make on it, I
think that the call for a report earlier in the year is

ol
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essential because it seems like if we are going around
collecting a dol lar from all these people who probably
aren't going t o find the trailer anyway, might it not be
better just t o di spense with this whole dollar business,
rather than collect , say, fifty-six dollars in two
months by those who are -- have already been burned once,
say, and have fo und i t?
HEADY
I be l i eve on one of your points that there
are plans somewhere i n the future to put that facility
where you s ugge s t .
That wi l l mean removing a temporary barracks from
1946 from t h e spot wher e it still is.
PROUSE
HEADY
PROUSE
HEADY

Mr. Pr esident?
Yes .
Move to adjourn.
Those in favor say "aye ·. 1,.,

Ad journment, 5:00 p.m.
Respectfull y submitted,

John N. Durrie,
Secretary
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
August 4, 1972
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
Major
History
Ricardo Robert Barros
Latin American Studies
Keith Allan Bowman
Spanish
Beatrice J. Brlyvich
Sociology
Wayne Rodrick Bcownlee
Psychology
Conroy George Chino
English
David William Colbert
English
Katherine Ann Corker
History
Michael Thomas Driscoll
Anthropology
Lawrence William Eno
Psychology
Catherine Roseann Gabaldon
English
Joseph William Gandert
Political Science
John Herbert Gillett
Psychology & Sociology
Judith L. Guttmann
Psychology
William Alfred Hodges
Economics
Robert Harry Hogrefe
Sociology
Jean Ruth Johnson
English
Jay Sterling Kirkpatrick
Latin American Studies
Barbara Jeanne Kurcaba
Psychology
Martha Alden Lambers
Art
Glen Albert Lanier
Journalism
$Douglas William Lacy
Philosophy
Jean M. Cruz Lopez
Sociology
Scott Richard Lowe
English
Susan Dee McDaniels
Speech
Linda Hess Miller
Geology
Alfred Raymond Molina
Spanish
Maclovio Donald Mondragon
Speech
#Clinton A. Montgomery
Psychology
Raymond Navarro
Anthropology
David George Nereson
German
Karen Jane Osborne
Anthropology & English
David Lee Otero
Political Science
@Diane Kay Potter
Political Science
Thomas Charles Ramsey
History & Psychology
Domenic Marion Rea
Political Science
Daniel Thomas Sanchez
Political Science
Joseph Albert Sanchez
Philosophy
Margarita Ysabel Garcia Sexson Spanish & Portuguese
Kenda Ann Shank
Anthropology

*M. Christina Armijo

*cum laude in General Studies
tmagna cum laude in Philosophy
Retroactive to May 20 1972
@ma
,
&na cum laude in General Studies

Minor
English
None
Music
English
Anthropology
Anthropology
Comparative Lit
Psychology
Art
Anthropology
Psychology
Spanish
None
Spanish
Mathematics
Psychology
Philosophy
None
French
English
Biology
English
Psychology
Philosophy
Psychology
English
Sociology
Spanish
Spanish
Sociology
Portuguese
None
History
Egglish
None
History
Sociology
Economics
None
American Studies
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Bachelor of Arts
Major
English
Anthropology
English
Chemistry
English
English
History
Sociology

#Gail Lian Smith
Susan Eddy Smith
Noelle Willett Stearns
Vincent C. Vespe
Judith Soja Volk
7JEJudy LaP~airie Walker
Kenneth Wayne White, Jr.
Mark Thomas Wing

Minor
Journalism
Geology
Library Science
Biology
History
Distributed
Business & Adm Sci
Political Science

Bachelor of Science
Harold Hughes Anamosa
Richard Leo Gerety
Doris Jean Rhodes Gilmore
Joel Edward Hardgrave
Carol Ruth Heilman
Susan Young Hermanson
Richard Duane Howell
Donn Wayne Hubler
Charles Ray Hughes
Ann Lynn Kailer
Kevin Zenon Krol
Michael Edward Mcilwain
Stephen James Neumon
Marian Caudill Pavioni

Biology
Physics & Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Biology
Biology & Chemistry
Biology & Chemistry
Biology
Biology

Chemi,.stry
None
English
Chemistry
American Studies
Chemistry
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Psychology
None
None
Chemistry
Art

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Sampathkumar Krishnaswamy
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Daniel Louis Morehead
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Dennis Jay Ray
Charles Seehafer
William Reynolds Shover
Harold R. Young

Dennis Kent Hakin
John Kenneth Hickerson
James Alan Higbie

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Gary Charles Arlane
Gary Edward Grange
May 20 '
,#Retroactive
..cum laude intoEnglish

Robert Joseph Lopez

1972

@magna cum laude in General Studies
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

";t

Bachelor of Arts in Education
Thomas C de Baca
Eliverio Chavez
Christopher Robert Cooksey
Thea Ann Davidson
Mary Martin Donato
Fern Kimball Ferraro
Ronda Pyeatt Gryniuk
Stuart Lawrence Klein
Roger Thomas Meyer
Louise W. Milhollin
Nina Helene Nickerson
Charles Edward Norwalk
Nancy Ewing Pacheco
Stanley Charles Pena
Eleanor Wilburn Ryan
David Wartell Schnitzler
Randee Jo Stebner
Georgia Lee Stevens

Major
Social Stu Comp & Hist
Spanish & TESOL
Social Studies Composite
TESOL
Social Studies Composite
Speech
Speech
Social Studies Composite
English & Philosophy
Art Education
Social Studies Composite
English
Social Studies Composite
Speech
Communication Arts Comp
Social Studies Comp & Hist
Communication Arts Comp
English

Terry Rosandich Switzer
Jenilee Toney

Communication Arts Comp
Social Studies Composite

Minor
Currie
None
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
Spanish
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
Psychology
Sec Ed
Psychology
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
None
Art Ed
None
Sec Ed
Anthropology
Sec Ed
Spanish
Sec Ed
Special Education Sec Ed
Political Sci
·sec Ed
Political Sci
Sec Ed
Speech
Sec Ed
Phil & Tch Reg
Sec Ed
Sec Schools
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
None

Bachelor of Science in Education
Sylvia Gonzales Abeyta
Marilyn Kniseley Ackleson
Helen Gaye Bennett
Janet Lynn Forrester Boyer
Alphonse Maurice Brodeur, Sr.
Philip Horace Chacon
Susan Arlene Coulter
Mary Linda Dunning Doyle
Nancy Ann Duncan
Kathleen O. Elder
David Milton Eppler
Rickie Mac Ferguson
Helen Appel Flowers
Diane Yates Frasher
Alma Doreene Bedingfield Hale
Mary Alice Nation Higbie
Jacqueline Judd
Dolores Blount Laster
Maureen Sheila Mosier
Theresa Otero Murray
Margaret Garcia Padilla

Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Mathematics
Mathematics
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Special Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Business Education
Elementary Education

Special Edus
El Ed
English
El Ed
Library Science El Ed
Music Education El Ed
Biology
El Ed
Special Education El Ed
Home Economics
El Ed
Library Science El Ed
Spanish
El Ed
Psychology
El Ed
English
Sec Ed
Economics
Sec Ed
Social Science
El Ed
Library Science El Ed
Erly Chldhd Stu El Ed
Art Education
El Ed
Elementary Ed
Spec Ed
Geography
El Ed
Journalism
Sec Ed
Spanish
Sec Ed
Lang & Sci Comp El Ed
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Bachelor of Science in Education (Continued)

,.

Major
Elementary Education
Physical Science Composite
Life Sci Comp & Biology
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education

Lydia A. Piro
David Ernest Rael
Sarah Sue Satorius
Rosemary Teresa Segura
Sherryl Sharp
Pamela Anne Spatz
Bobbie Lee Vang
Larry James Winter

Minor
Currie
Soc Sci Comp
El Ed
Biology
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
Spanish
Sec Ed
Science Comp
El Ed
Special Education El Ed
Social Sci Comp El Ed
Sec Ed
Economics

Bachelor of Science in Health & Physical Education
Louie Eugene Baca

Health

&

Physical Education Biology

Bachelor of Science in Physical Education
David Bookert
Physical Education
Athletic Coach
Hlth Ed & Biol
Donald Elsworth Ethell
Physical Education
None
James Lloyd Johnson
Physical Education
Coach
Athletic
Kenneth Douglas Johnson
Physical Education
None
Paul John LaPrairie
Physical Education
Athletic Coach
Raymond Thomas McDonald
Physical Education
Heal th Education
Robert Lee Myer
Physical Education
Biology
Karen Taggart Provolt
Education
Physical
Athletic Coach
Edwin Alex Sanchez
Physical Education
Ath Cch & Bs Ed
Joe Bonifacio Torres
Physical Education
Athletic Coach
Donald B. Walton
Physical Education
Health Education
Vicki Lea White
Physical Education

H&PE

PE

PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts Education
Abie J. Romero

Industrial Arts

None

Sec Ed

None

Mus Ed

Bachelor of Music Jducatiori
Helen Edmonds

Music Education

Associate of Arts in Education (Elementary)
Eva Marie
· Chavez
Ivan Chavez
Ramon Chavez
HEanry George Gabaldon
nr·
L iquez Francisco Gonzales
lJcy Gutierrez
David Paul Lopez
Miguel B. Madrid
Mary Louise Martinez

Robert Steve Mayes
Theresa Marie Montano
Adelina Montoya
Donna Patricia Pino
Rosanita Romero
Augustin B. Tafoya
Rufina Y. Toledo
Angela Torres
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COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts
Major
Art Studio
Art Studio
Music History
Art Studio
Theatre Arts

Andrea Leigh Arnold
Jack Lewis Berger
Jo Kathryn Eckart
Barbara Sue Hauser
Douglas Lowell Ray
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Stephen Richard Bice
Donald Floyd Engdahl
Ricardo Jose Ortega
Paul Raymond Faletti, Jr.
Ellen Lee Press
James Thomas Price III
Timothy Wilson Rogers
Keith Wade

Architecture
Art
Art
Art
Art
Theatre Arts
Art
Theatre Arts

Bachelor of Music
Lois Barbara Fisher
/
Andrea Lenz Maxey

Cecilia Ann Whitlow

£1 ~

J2 . _

~L

12,l//J · ,

/1 _/. . . .' ~
lUV)'}U/11,

/

/

Bachel~ of Business Administration

.

4 U .

Concencl'ation. .'. ..
Industrtel Admtnistratioo.
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Finance
Industrial Administration

Robert Edward Baker
iAlexandro Bustamante
Marlin Dennis Coffee
Anthony Ernest Husted
Philip Laurence Montoya
Procopio Reyes Ruiz
William Lynn Tyson

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Bachelor of University Studies
Stone Adams
Roger Raymond Alt
Michael Lynn Barnes
Linda G. Brock
La~rence Christopher Buxton
Daniel Paul Campbell
James Lee Chambers
Jerry Ted Chavez
#Retroactive to May 20, 1972

Ronnie Joe Dunham
Christa E. Eckhardt
Holly Crampton Eitner
#Jackson Kirk Felsman
Marie Lupton Fluke
Griffin Philip Gaddie
Elfego Garcia
John Joseph Gillis
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Bachelor of University Studies (Continued)
Kane Charles Gross
Sally M. T. Grossetete
Arthur M. Hayman
Otto J. Henley
James Harmon Hill
William Leon Jones
Daniel Lowell Katz -d, / . ,./ _v , _~~
Dorothy Ann Kipp__..YS'~ i ) ~
Donna Jane Lano££
Patricia Anita Lillis
Polito Ernest Martinez, Jr.
Dan Howell Maxey
Lawrence John May
#John Norton Mcsorley
Mark Alfred Minuti
#Joniva Mondragon
Diane Beers Mulcahy
William Craig Mullen
#Martin Anthony Nassif
Tony Joseph Oliva
Donald L. Oschwald, Jr.
Beulah Burns Page
Thomas Joseph Peloso
#Ann Marie Peterson
Johnnina Cecilia Santiago de Ortega
Pete A. Santistevan
Stephen Richard Schneider
Lawrence J. Schuster
Corliss Thalley Shea
Steven Robert Simms
Timothy Hays Skillern
1/John Smelser
#David George Smith
Craig Vernon Sowers
#John G. Stapleton
Dilys Ann Stinson
#Sarah Allison Stuart
Janet Stepleton Todd
1/F• June Toledo
Daniel Richard Trujillo
Thomas David Turrentine
Grace Elizabeth Vigil
Leavetta Kay Whisner
Donna Lee Mary Wiley
Jane Paula Williamson
Burton Arlo Wittrup
William Edward Young, Jr.
Thomas Peter Zanotti

#Retroactive to May .20, 1972

Page 6
Associate of Arts in Human
Services
Danny B. Candelaria
Martha Garcia
Eddie Lee Simpson
Estela G. Smith
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SCHOOL OF LAW
Juris Doctor
Benjamin Anthony Chavez
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Arts
Susan Lynn Abbott
Vivian June Abeles
Larry Dale Adcock
Larry Thomas Aker
Troy Lee Armstrong
Cora Marquez Atencio
Mary Virginia Ballou
Sandra Mary Bass
Louis Philip Baudoin, Jr.
Gail Chasey Beam
Richard Stephen Beesley
Elizabeth Swint Benningfield
Martin L. Berman
John Russell Bernard
Charlsie Margaret Biard
Patricia Ormsby Blette
Randolph Vaughn Bock
Jeanette Vicary Bodnar
Sharon Leigh Bourne
John Thomas Brady
Dennis D. Branch
Ruth Alarid Chavez
Susan Carlton Cheney
Augustina Holguin Claghorn
Richard Ellsworth Cooper
Sandra Lea Corless
Berry Dean Cox
Jean Suzanne Delaware
Richard A. Dennis, Jr.
Romeo Raymond DiBenedetto
Ramona Erlinda Moya Dooley
Paulette Case Duran
John Leroy Esquibel
Dal.tna Brown Ferris
Stephen Kendall Fitzgerald
Peter Joseph Flynn
Mary Douglas Ford
Leon Bernard Fuemmeler
Juan Jose Gallegos
Francisco Javier Garcia
Gerald Allan Gardner

Major
Psychology
Guidance
Economics
Secondary Education
Anthropology
Elementary Education
Recreation
Anthropology
Art Education
Special Education
Recreation
Guidance
Educational Foundations
Speech
Elementary Education
Guidance
Special Education
Guidance
History
Philosophy
Special Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
Elementary Education
Recreation
Speech
Speech
Elementary Ecucation
Speech
Sociology
Art Education
Guidance
Guidance
French
Psychology
Psychology
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
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Master of Arts {Continued)
John Patrick Gasparich
Richard Eugene Gault
Lewis Edwin Geiwitz
Gary LeRoy Genson
Joy Belle Glenn
Sandra Lee Groepler
David Noble Harris
Shelby Smith Haycock
Bette Jean Heikkila
Catherine Mutto Higgins
Gloria Kallesser Javins
Karen Devine Johnstone
Marlene Christensen Kelsey
Leonard William Kirby, Jr.
Susan Busch Kircher
Helen Elizabeth Krebs
Roberta Brown Krehbiel
Lucy Hampson Laughlin
Robert C. Martinez
Devin Dean McAnally
Joseph Ruane McGuire
Caryl Zemek McHarney
Valerie Lynne Meader
Marilyn A. Grimes Melville
Sarah E. Miles
Larry Paul Monke
Susan Anchondo Montoya
Betty Katherine Morton
Don Dell Mulder
Judy Ellen Nelson
Judi Ann Nickerson
Gertrude Waltermann Norris
Brian Kent Peterson
Ro~er Wesley Pettenger
Olivia Pincheira
Leslie Lynn Rakestraw
Maria Lucinda Sachs Real
Maria Alicia Rodriguez
Genaro Marcelino Roybal
Isidro Rubi, Jr.
Vita Virginia Saavedra
Jean Salas
Lily Michula Schoch
Kristina Schoyen
Danny Lee Sessions
Chrystos Dmitry Siderelis
Selma Jean Smith
Gilberto Solis, Jr.
Jerry Lynn Teale

Major
Economics
Secondary Education
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
Art Education
Recreation
Recreation
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Speech
Art Education
Secondary Education
Special Education
Art Education
Special Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Economics
Special Education
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
History
Elementary Education
Guidance
Secondary Education
Special Education
Educational Administration
Speech
Elementary Education
Educational Administration
Secondary Education
Art Education
Educational Foundations
Recreation
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
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Master of Arts (Continued)
Major
Thomas Andrew Thiesen
Therese Kurtz Toman
Mark Lyndon Treece
Sister Mary Lena Trujillo
Sister Villana Van Mullekom
M. Susan Willson Ward
Detlev Lanz Wegener
Frederic Higgins Wilding-White
Christine Kuhn Willson
Catherine G. Winston
Joan Hansi Finder Winter
Kathryn Ann Wride
Diana Evans Yiannakis

Special Education
Elementary Education
History
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
Recreation
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
Comparative Literature
Speech
Political Science

Master of Science
Catherine Barr Andrus
Jerilyn Kaye Britz
Terrel Eugene DeLaPorte
Larry Richard Gleue
Larry Eugene Hatler
Elaine Stone Iftner
Jeanette Jewell Marsh
Diane Dottavio Martin
Lola Jean Moncrieff
Bruce Donald Reinert
Kenneth James Rutter
Bruce Alan Schneider
Gregory ·Michael Schum.
Otto L. Schumacher
Sharon Ann Walker
Stephen Robert Williams

Health Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Chemical Engineering
Health Education
Physical Education
Chemistry
Physical Education
Civil Engineering
Biology
Civil Engineering
Biology
Geology
Biology
Biology

Master of Arts in Teaching Business Subjects
Marvin George Rider

Fred William Mabry

Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics
Althea Abeita Alonzo
Bertha Louise Maxon
Barbara Jeanne Lonie Oltmanns

Janet Elaine Phillips
Barbara Ann White

Master of Arts in Teaching Industrial Subjects
John Charles Bingham
James Ernest Cloud IV

Morris Edward Crane
Eloy Fernanco Sandoval
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Master of Business Administration
William Todd Helmich
James Terrell Ray

Theodore James Vroman
Master of Arts in Public Administration

Linda Lee DeBerry
Frank Anthony Lucero
Who~as William Mccollum
Thomas Ralph McQuillan

Charles Thomas O'Donnell
John Francis Serna
William Jack Sturgeon, Jr.
Kenneth Wesley
Master of Architecture
Gerald Michael Smith

Jose Rafael Carballeira-Suco
Master of Music
Elwood Moser Douthett

Master of Music Education
Jerald Lee Sanders

Richard Arlen Graf
Stephen Allan Huebner
Master of Fine Arts

Martha Dawson Newfield

Stephen Douglas Foster
Doctor of Education
Allan Lee Holmquist
Theodore William Harmon Johnson
Carolyn Ann Lehr
Gordon Edward Langmuir

Major
Curriculum
Curriculum
Curriculum
Curriculum

&
&
&
&

Instruction
Instruction
Instruction
Instruction

Doctor of Philosophy
Robert Rudolph Bacalski
Mollie Beth Bailey
Jul~o Edgardo Barety
Vivian Miller Barfield
Clarence Dempsey Beck
William Michael Beneke
Hal Lunt Black
Billy Lewis Buzbee
Nils Sigfred Carlson Jr.
James Leon Clark
'
Thomas Henry Cloyd
Robert Glen Deamer
Rosalie Donofrio Davis

Romance Languages
Education:C&I
Mathematics
Education:C&I
History
Psychology
Biology
Mathematics
Education:PPS
Mathematics
Education:Admin & Supv
American Studies
Education: Foundations of Ed
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Doctor of Philosophy (Continued)
Jay Dee Druecker
Hans-Peter Michael Eller
Ronald Sherwin Feingold
Joan Cavallaro Foster
Augustine Garcia
Kenneth Nicholas Geluso
, Charles Jessup Harriman
Robert Franklin Gish
Paul Leon Henry Heine
Wayne Stanley Holm
Chon Ho Hyon
L. Gifford Kessler
Oren William Key
Daryl Franklin Lane, Jr.
Edwin Arthur Lewis
Ralph James Lowry
Bonnie Helen Rayford Neumann
Flora Ida Ortiz
Phillip Elliott Parotti
David Schers
Donald Howard Schroeder
Gary Auburn Singleterry
Rudolph Vincent Skoczylas
Margaret Jane Slaughter
Frederick Young

Major
Biology
English
Education: C&I
English
Education: C&I
Biology
Philosophy
English
Physical Education
Education: C&I
Electrical Engineering
Geology
Romance Languages
English
Chemistry
History
English
Education: Ed Adm
English
Political Science
Electrical Engineering
Romance Languages
Education: C&I
History
Physics
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September 5, 1972
To:

Members of the University Faculty

From:

The University committee on Human Subjects

Subject:

Changes in Policy - as per Faculty Handbook

. Th 7 following changes are being implemented to bring the
University's Policy on Human Subjects into compliance with the
D.H.E.W.'s guidelines on Policies Relating to Human Subjects.
RE:

Pages 74-76 - Faculty Handbook.

1.

Policy #1 - page 74 - now reads:
''In considering the participation of humans as subjects, the guiding principle is that no one should
be exposed to risk to health or well-being without
being given all reasonable protection and without
being adequately informed."
Change to:
"In considering the participation of humans as subjects*, the •••••••• 11
*"This term describes any individual who may be at a
risk as a consequence of participation as a subject
in research, development, demonstration, or other
activities."

2.

Procedures
11

#3 (b) page 75 - now reads:

The number of persons to serve on a Human Research
Review committee, the term of office, and the type
of faculty representation on such a committee would
be at the discretion of those responsible for
establishing these committees. However, each Human
Research Review Committee must include in its membership one or more persons outside the college,
school, or agency it specifically serves."

Add the following sentence to comply with Food and Drug
Administration regulations:
"Projects involving investigational new drugs {INDS)
must be reviewed by a committee quorum that includes
not less than two members who are licensed to administer drugs, and one who is not so licensed."
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September 5, 1972
TO:

General Faculty

FROM:

Chester C. Travelstead

SUBJECT: Branch Community College in Northern New Mexico

On February 8, 1972, the General Faculty npproved steps
being taken at that time to give the Undergraduate Resicence
Center at Los Alamos the status of a branch community college.
The Board of Educational Finance on April 22, 1972, rejected
the proposal for a branch in Los Alamos, because it felt
that broader sponsorship of such a branch should be obtained.
This B.E.F. opinion echoed the sentiments of the UNM faculty,
which added the provision to its approval of the Los Alamos
proposal "that every effort shall be made subsequently to
relocate the branch in Pojoaque or elsewhere in the valley
when and if conditions permit."
Fortunately, the Faculty's desire for a more inclusive branch
college district is being realized. Last spring the Los
Alamos Board of Education joined with other boards in the
north to discuss widening the sponsorship of the proposed
branch, with the result that on July 26 the Boards of Education of Los Alamos, Espanola, Ojo Caliente, Questa, Chama
Valley, and Penasco, acting as a single board,* ' voted unanimously to request that the university of New Mexico be the
parent institution of a branch community college to be sponsored by these boards. This request will be presented to the
Regents on September 16.

*The Pojoaque Board has expressed its intent to join the_
~ther sponsoring boards, if a bond issue to be voted on 7n
its district September 26 is approved by the voters and if.
public sentiment favors participation in the branch. Public
opinion on this point will be determined from a poll of
voters by means of an unofficial question added to the bond
election ballot.

I

